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Abstract

Using the full multigrid method without any coarse grid correction steps
but with an a posteriori control of the number of smoothing iterations was
shown by Bornemann and Deu�hard ��� to be an optimal iteration method
with respect to the energy norm� They named this new kind of multigrid
iteration the cascadic multigrid method� However� numerical examples with
linear �nite elements raised serious doubts whether the cascadic multigrid
method can be made optimal with respect to the L��norm� In this paper we
prove that the cascadic multigrid method cannot be optimal for linear �nite
elements and show that the case might be di	erent for higher order elements�
We present a careful analysis of the two grid variant of the cascadic multi

grid method providing a setting where one can understand the methodical
di	erence between the cascadic multigrid method and the classical multigrid
V 
cycle almost immediately� As a rule of thumb we get that whenever the
cascadic multigrid works the classical multigrid will work too but not vice
versa�

Keywords� �nite elements� full multigrid� cascadic multigrid� Jackson in
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Introduction

We consider second order elliptic boundary value problems on a polygonal
domain � � Rd

u � H�
� ��� � a�u� v� � hf� viL� �v � H�

� ����

Here a��� �� denotes a H�
� �elliptic bilinear form and f � L����� Let

X� � X� � � � � � Xj � � � � � H�
� ���

be a sequence of 	nite element spaces belonging to successively 	ner trian�
gulations of �� On each level j the 	nite element solution uj is given by a
linear system

Ajuj � fj�

For its solution we think of an iterative scheme such that the result of m
iterations with initial data u�j will be denoted by Imj u

�
j � The multilevel

structure of the sequence fXjg suggests as a good idea to start the iteration
on level j with the result of level j� 
� Especially this is of advantage in an
adaptive setting where the space Xj is constructed only after a solution on
level j � 
 was obtained� Thus� on the 	nal level � an approximation u�� of
u� is computed via the multilevel scheme

u�� � u�� u�j � I
mj

j u�j�� j � 
� � � � � �� �
�

If we choose for Ij the multigrid V �cycle on level j and the number of
iterations as a constant m�� i�e�� m� � � � � � m� � m�� this algorithm gives
us the so�called full multigrid method �� ��� Some authors call it nested

multigrid �
Bornemann and Deu�hard ��� considered standard iterative schemes like

the damped Jacobi� the Gauss�Seidel� and the conjugate gradient iteration
for Ij� They showed that a proper choice of the number of iterations mj

on each level could make this method an �optimal� device � theoretically
and practically� They named it cascadic multigrid method � Its history can
be obtained by browsing through ��� �� �� ��� A distinctive feature of the
cascadic multigrid method is the total absence of coarse grid corrections
which means that coarse grids can be completely forgotten once they are
re	ned� Therefore� the method is algorithmically attractive when a given
	nite element program cannot provide tree data structures of the re	nement
history but is used with a pre� and postprocessing device�

To be speci	c� the multilevel iteration �
� is called optimal with respect
to an error norm k � k if we can choose for each 	nal level � a sequence of
numbers of iterations m�� � � � �m� such that simultaneously






� the method is accurate� i�e�� the algebraic error on level � is a fraction
below the error of discretization�

ku� � u��k � �ku� u�k�

where � is a user given constant�

� the method has multigrid complexity � i�e�� the total computational
work for the iteration is bounded by

work � c � n�� ���

where c is some constant independent of � and n� denotes the number
of unknowns on level ��

The full multigrid method is well known to be optimal with respect to the
energy norm and the L��norm �� ��� Bornemann and Deu�hard ��� �� proved
optimality of the cascadic multigrid method with respect to the energy norm�
However� optimality with respect to the L��norm remained an open question�
For linear 	nite elements simple numerical experiments suggested that the
answer to that question is negative� In this paper we will give a theoretical
explanation of this fact and show that the case might be di�erent for higher
order elements� This will be done by a careful analysis of the two grid variant
of the cascadic multigrid method� Moreover we will provide a setting where
one can understand the methodical di�erence between the cascadic multigrid
method and the classical multigrid V �cycle almost immediately� As a rule of
thumb we will get that whenever the cascadic multigrid works the classical
multigrid will work too but not vice versa�

� Two Grid Methods � the Abstract Setting

A typical setting for two grid methods in the Galerkin framework is given
by two 	nite dimensional spaces

X�h � Xh

parametrized by some discretization parameter h� These spaces should be
provided for at least a sequence of parameters h converging to zero� They
itself are subspaces of certain function spaces which measure smoothness�
In the following we have to compare two di�erent measures of smoothness�
given by the spaces X��X��

Xh � X� �� X��

�



The Galerkin method is given by a projection

Ph � X� � Xh�

which obeys an approximation property� or Jackson inequality��

ku� PhukX
�

� ch�kukX�
�u � X��

Here � � � denotes some positive constant� The method is optimal if this
property is complemented by an inverse inequality� or Bernstein inequality�

kuhkX�
� ch��kuhkX

�

�uh � Xh�

Note that the Jackson inequality implies ��� the compactness of the embed�
dingX� �� X� thus making the two measures of smoothness really di�erent
and therefore showing the necessity of introducing them� The Bernstein in�
equality implies that the order � of convergence as stated in the Jackson
inequality is the best possible �
� ���

Moreover� the two measures of smoothness allow an abstraction of the
notion of low and high frequency in the space Xh� A function vh � Xh is of
high frequency if the X��norm gives much larger values than the X��norm�
i�e�� taking the Bernstein inequality into account�

kvhkX�
	 h��kvhkX

�

�

It is of low frequence if both norms give roughly the same value�

kvhkX�
	 kvhkX

�

�

Using this abstract notion of frequency one can easily understand and for�
mulate the properties of basic iterative schemes for the solution of the com�
putational problem�

uh � Phu�

which constitutes a large� bad conditioned linear system� The error propa�
gation after m steps of such an iterative scheme�

uh � umh � Sm�uh � u�h��

will be characterized by the smoothing property ��� ��

kSmvhkX�
�

ch��

	�m�
kvhkX

�

�vh � Xh�

�Here and in what follows we denote by c a generic constant independent of h�

�



Here we suppose 	�m��
 form�
� With respect to the X��norm such
a smoothing iteration reduces high frequency errors with a h�independent
rate whereas low frequency error components are handled increasingly less
e�cient for smaller and smaller h�

Both the classical and the cascadic two grid method are designed to
handle low frequency errors in a better way� For a given initial value u�h � Xh

the classical two grid method 	rst performs m smoothing iterations�

uh � umh � Sm�uh � u�h�

followed by a coarse grid correction�

u�h � umh � P�h�uh � umh ��

The combined error of these two steps is given by

kuh � u�hkX� � k�uh � umh �� P�h�uh � umh �kX�

� ch�kuh � umh kX�

�
c

	�m�
kuh � u�hkX� �

where we have used 	rst the Jackson inequality and second the smoothing
property� Thus� we end up with an error reduction in the X��norm which
is independent of the discretization parameter h�

The cascadic two grid method changes somewhat the order of the two
steps of the classical method� It 	rst performs a coarse grid projection

u�h � P�huh

followed by m smoothing iterations�

uh � u�h � Sm�uh � u�h��

Here the combined error is given by

kuh � u�hkX�
�

ch��

	�m�
kuh � P�huhkX

�

�
ch��

	�m�
k�uh � u�h�� P�h�uh � u�h�kX�

�
c

	�m�
kuh � u�hkX�

�

�



using 	rst the smoothing property and then the Jackson inequality� Here
we end up with an error reduction in the X��norm which is independent of
the discretization parameter h�

Note� however� some important di�erences between the two methods�
Since the order of the smoothing iterations and the coarse grid problem
are interchanged and therefore Jackson inequality and smoothing property
�which resembles Bernstein inequality� are applied in reverse order the error
reduction occurs in di�erent norms� For the classical two grid in X�� for
the cascadic two grid in X�� As we will see later on this is the reason
for essentially di�erent behavior in certain settings� A second methodical
di�erence is of algorithmic nature� Unlike the classical two grid method the
cascadic two grid method has no choice of an initial value� which precludes
it from being part of an iterative scheme itself�

� Application to Finite Element Spaces

Here we apply the abstract theory of the preceding section to k�th order 	nite
elements� We consider two choices for the norm in which error reduction
of the iterative scheme is measured� energy norm and L��norm� These two
examples clearly enveal the general principle�

��� Energy Norm and Classical Multigrid

Here error reduction is obtained in the X��norm and we thus put X� �
H����� The more smooth space is set to X� � H������ where 
 � � is
chosen such that the corresponding Jackson and Bernstein inequalities hold�

ku� PhukH� � ch�kukH��� � kuhkH��� � ch��kuhkH� ���

for all u � H��� and uh � Xh� The smoothness parameter� 
 is restricted
by the regularity of the elliptic problem and by the order k of the chosen
	nite elements� For H����regular elliptic problems we can take any 
 as
large as


 � min��� k��

Now� our abstract theory yields the h�independent error reduction

kuh � u�hkH� �
c

	�m�
kuh � u�hkH� �

�For a polygonal domain � and piecewise smooth coe�cients of the elliptic operator
we always get some � � �

�



��� Energy Norm and Cascadic Multigrid

Here error reduction is obtain in theX��norm and we thus putX� � H�����
Whenever the Jackson and Bernstein inequalities ��� of the �H��H���� pair
hold we get by a Aubin�Nitsche type of duality argument corresponding
Jackson� and Berstein inequalities for the pair �H����H���

ku� PhukH��� � ch�kukH� � kuhkH� � ch��kuhkH��� ���

for all u � H� and uh � Xh� As in the case of the classical multigrid method
we thus get the h�independent error reduction

kuh � u�hkH� �
c

	�m�
kuh � u�hkH� �

��� L
��Norm and Classical Multigrid

Here we put X� � L���� and assume enough regularity for 
 � 
 in ��� and
���� Taking X� � H���� the Jackson and Bernstein inequalities ��� lead to
the h�independent convergence rate

kuh � u�hkL� �
c

	�m�
kuh � u�hkL� �

��� L
��Norm and Cascadic Multigrid

We have to put X� � L����� Thus X� must be a Sobolev space of negative
order� say X� � H������ � � �� Our argument would work� if we had a
Jackson inequality like

ku� PhukH�� � ch�kukL� � ���

Assuming the same regularity as for the classical two grid method� i�e�� at
least 
 � 
� and replacing u by u� Phu in ��� we get

ku� PhukH�� � ch�ku� PhukL� � ch���ku� PhukH� �

However� for a right hand side f � H���� this would be possible only if we
could impose enough regularity� By duality

ku� PhukH�� �
hu� Phu� fiL�

kfkH�

�
a�u� Phu� u� Phu�

kfkH�

� c
ku� Phuk

�
H�

kfkH�





we would get the H��estimate

ku� PhukH� � ch��� kfkH� �

which means 
 � 
 � � would be admissible� cf� �
��
In particular� the hypothetical Jackson inequality ��� does not hold for

linear 	nite elements� k � 
� where we are restricted to 
 � 
� In this case
the only estimate we can prove for the cascadic two grid method is

kuh � u�hkL� �
c�h

��

	��m�
kuh � u�hkL� �

Using a damped Jacobi or Gauss�Seidel iteration� we have 	��m� � m���

as shown in ���� Assuming that our estimate is essentially a sharp one we
would expect that the number of iterations mh� which is needed to reduce
the algebraic error a given amount� increases like

mh � h���

This was observed in several numerical experiments� Hence our estimates
appear to be rather sharp and there is not much to improve�

��� Discussion

The Aubin�Nitsche duality argument and the reverse duality argument of
the last paragraph show that Jackson and Berstein inequalities for the 	nite
element spaces are located exactly in the smoothness range between H���

and H��� which is symmetric with respect to H�� For this reason the
classical and the cascadic two grid method have the same chance to locate
the partner space X� of the space X� that measures the energy norm�
However� since the space L� is located in this smoothness range in a way
leaving more place for more smooth spaces than for less smooth spaces it
gives preference to the classical two grid method which puts X� � L� and
needs a more smooth partner space X��

� Optimality of the Cascadic Multigrid Method

with Respect to the L��Norm

As we have seen� the cascadic two grid method works for the L��norm if we
have 
 � 
� Assuming this regularity we will discuss shortly whether we
can prove optimality of the cascadic multigrid method with respect to L�

�



on uniform triangulations� We follow quite closely the proof given in ��� ��
for the energy norm case�

By linearity the basic error estimate governing the multilevel iteration
�
� is now given by

kuj � u�jkL� � kSmj �uj � uj���kL� � kSmj �uj�� � u�j���kL� �

Applying that recursively we get by setting Mj � m�� � � ��mj the estimate

ku� � u��kL� �
�X

j��

kSMj �uj � uj���kL� � c
�X

j��

h���j

M
������
j

kuj � uj��kH���

� c
�X

j��




M
������
j

kuj � uj��kL� �

where we have used the smoothing property and the Jackson inequality ���
with � � 
 � 
� Moreover we speci	ed the function 	 of the smoothing
property by 	�m� � m�� � where  � 
�� for the damped Jacobi or Gauss�
Seidel iteration and  � 
 for the CG�iteration ��� ��� As discussed in these
references we set

mj � d���jm�e�

Taking into account the L��error estimate

kuj � uj��kL� � ch���j kukH��� �

we 	nally get the estimate

ku� � u��kL� �
ch����

m
������
�

���X
j��

�
����

�������

�j
kukH��� �

Thus� accuracy of the method is guaranteed if the sum can be bounded
independently of the 	nal level �� This is the case if and only if

� � �
�

�
���
��� �

As shown in ��� �� multigrid complexity is obtained if and only if � � �d�
where d is the dimension of the domain �� Thus� a su�cient condition for
the cascadic multigrid to be optimal with respect to the L��norm is

d �




�

� 



� 

� ��

�



If we relax the demand ��� for multigrid complexity to

work � c � n� log
p n�� ���

for some p � �� one can show exactly in the same way as in ��� for the energy
norm that equality is admissible in condition ���

��� Examples

This restrictive condition will be illuminated by several speci	c cases�

� d � ��  � 
 �CG�iteration�� Condition �� is equivalent to 
 � ��
which means at least H��regularity with � � � and order k � � 	nite
elements�

� d � ��  � 
 �CG�iteration�� Condition �� is equivalent to 
 � ��
which means at least H��regularity with � � � and order k � � 	nite
elements�

� d � ��  � 
�� �damped Jacobi or Gauss�Seidel iteration�� Condition
�� is not satis	ed for any 
 � 
� In this case the cascadic multigrid
method is not optimal with respect to the L��norm for any regularity
and any order of 	nite elements�

� d � ��  � 
�� �damped Jacobi or Gauss�Seidel iteration�� Condition
�� is equivalent to 
 � � which means at least H��regularity with
� �  and order k � � 	nite elements�

For the relaxed multigrid complexity ��� equality is admissible in all cases�
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